
How do the MOCSIE Systems work?
Through four linked consensus-building groups.

Non-hierarchical & Consensus-building: In 1973, Frederick 
Thayer wrote in depth about how, if we are ever to get rid of all of the problems 
associated with hierarchical organizations, we would have to move toward small 
groups; an “almost infinite number of small linked groups.” The MOCSIE Systems 
have adhered to Thayer’s ideals. The top-view of the model shows how the square links 
the three outer groups together

The Steering Group: Central to overcoming the problems of hierarchy 
is the MOCSIE Systems “central figure hypothesis,” which identifies how 
marginalized communities have trust issues. When you have vulnerable to 
authority since the beginning of time, you don’t take kindly to somebody trying to 
“take over” leadership. The black ball in the center of the steering group is just 
another voice, but in the case of the MOCSIE Systems, it will be the voice that 
has experience in bringing 5 experienced community leaders together.

Six genres of artistic creativity have 
been identified that will be tapped into 
in the group’s effort to alter the 
discourse within the marginalized 
community itself. These genres are 
referred simply as seeing, touching, 
reading, listening, watching, and 
performing.

The Policy Group: Policy 
campaigns have been consolidated into 
six all-inclusive themes in order to keep 
the leadership group small enough for 
consensus building to be successful. 
Campaigns include world peace, 
women’s rights, diversity issues, and 
health concerns, to name just a few.

The Operations Group: The operations within a city-based unit 
will be kept relatively simple by virtue of the fact that almost everything that is 
“complicated” will be embedded within the central domain. Five operational 
leaders have been identified to take care of accounting and business functions, 
marketing strategies, technology functions (hardware), information systems 
(software), and the relationship with existing nonprofit groups within the 
community.

The Multimedia Group: 

The MOCSIE Systems
18 community leaders

from...

18 fields of expertise
organized into...

4 consensus-building groups
and structured so that there is...

no hierarchical structure.
They are systems that are also...

self-funding once launched
and...

infinitely scalable
as a...

virtual-reality institution
so that it can...

expand globally.
They will include an...

online university
for social entrepreneurs, an...

online marketplace
for social justice products, and a...

news & opinion domain
that will be home to the...

institutional memory 
that will empower a...

global solidarity movement
that promises to...

convert protest narratives 
into

governing narratives.
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The models below represent two different views of the entire socio-technical system in order 
to show how it utilizes a virtual-reality platform to unite a global solidarity institution.

* In 2011, Time magazine named “The 
Protestor” as their “Person of the Year” 

because of how the Arab Spring (dictatorial 
rule), the “May of Facebook” (EU austerity), 

and the “Occupy Wall Street” movements 
re-shaped politics the world over. Estimates 

are that 951 cities  (in 82 countries) 
experienced protests that year, but very little 

solidarity emerged between these groups. 
The MOCSIE Systems hope to change that.

*

The same 18 individuals per city-based group (10 city cohorts).

Direct democracy governance
in 10 different cities.

Crowd-sourcing participants that
generate artistic creativity.Community

nonprofit
groups.

The 18 virtual
university cohorts.

The 18
university
professors.

The
global

domain and
marketplace

(with headquarters
in the metaverse).

The Vehicle
Metaphor

For maximum effectiveness, Lester 
Leavitt’s MOCSIE Systems would 

benefit from having graduate 
students from the following 

schools and colleges participate in 
research projects with him:

1) Computer Science: The MOCSIE Systems 
require a global “institutional memory.” The database that will provide 
that memory and make it accessible in narrative threads is complex.

2) Business & Information Systems:
The MOCSIE Systems are engineered to be self-funding, and as such will 
require detailed marketing strategies and business plans.

3) Sociology & Social Psychology:
The central premise that guides the twin hypotheses of the MOCSIE 
Systems pivots on social constructionism theories. The research into 
how successful we are at the grassroots will fall to these fields.

4) Education: The hierarchical structure of school boards 
are subjecting teachers and parents to an almost dictatorial, top-down 
process where policies that are good for the students become secondary.

5) Social Work & Criminology: The 
“street-level bureaucrat” is traditionally over-worked and has been given 
very few tools whereby they can influence policymaking decisions.

6) Nursing & Medicine: Healthcare has become 
the most expensive government program in many developed nations. 
Many of our health problems come from an inability of government to 
change human behavior. We need new health-oriented narratives.

7) Multimedia Communication: Digital 
media will be at the heart of the “institutional memory” from which new 
governing narratives are derived within the database. This will include 
visual art, blogging, videography, podcasting, and other tactics.

8) Literature and Languages: The power of 
the written word will have to span all cultures and languages via a single 
institution. Creating powerful messages for all cultures will be critical.

9) Fine Arts, Theater, and Music: 
Throughout the ages of humankind, enlightenment has emerged first 
through artistic creativity that dared to challenge the status quo.


